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Re-introduction and activation of change fee on semi-flex tickets 

 

Dear Agents, 

As you may recall, in April this year, Air Greenland introduced the new semi-flex product; Standard and 
Premium that allowed changes for a fixed fee plus the difference between old and new fare on same 
routing.  

The change fee rule has due COVID-19 incident been waived for a while; the time has come to re-introduce 
the change fees on Standard and Premium tickets where the fee and change rules now applies. 

Affected fare classes are: International: Z, D, X, B, K, E and domestic: X, L, V, W 

For quick sum up change of tickets for Standard and Premium can be done for the fees of DKK 500 on 
domestic flights and DKK 750 for international flights plus difference between fare class per ticket, if any. 

Change must be done using the Amadeus ATC function that will create a TST and TSM for ticket and 
fee/EMD issuance – you can find previous sent information on Air Greenland Agent Help Center 

The fee is affected exclusively for travel purchased and issued from: September 07th 2020 at 12:00 (GL time) 

This also means that issued tickets before mentioned date are not included in the change fee charge and 
customers who have purchased a Standard or Premium ticket during the period before mentioned date in 
which there is a waived fee will not be charged a change fee. This also applies for change after the cut-off 
date for the reinstatement of the change fee. 

Anyone who purchases Standard or Premium after the cut-off date will be charged a fee for a change. 

Negative test and filled Sumut form: Valid test and filled “Sumut”-form is still required before travelling 
from Copenhagen. Both documents must not be more than 5 days old and must be available to show upon 
arrival to Greenland. 

Check in at Copenhagen Airport: Travelers from Copenhagen to Kangerlussuaq will still have to check-in at 
Air Greenland's check-in desk as the authorities still need documentation of a negative test and a filled 
“Sumut” form.  

Travelers with missing test and filled Sumut form will be rebooked to next possible departure at check in 
which will be the current travel date. Travelers cannot choose a new travel date themselves. Traveling 
passengers with missing documentation must be responsible for any. costs, accommodation and meals 
until departure 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact the Air Greenland Helpdesk at 
helpdesk@airgreenland.gl or by phone +299 38 22 73. 

Sincerely 

Air Greenland 


